
Introduction 
Mass incarceration has ravaged the social fabric of our state. Michigan has an incarceration rate 
11 percent higher than the national average and a lifetime sentence rate 250 percent higher 
than the national rate.  In 2016, Michigan had 5,121 prisoners serving life sentences, 3,804 1

prisoners serving life without parole, and 357 juveniles serving life without parole; that was 
more prisoners serving life sentences without parole than any surrounding state.   Black 

2

Michiganders, in particular, are disproportionately affected by incarceration. 
African-Americans in Michigan are nearly seven times more likely to be incarcerated than white 
Michiganders (compared to five times more likely nationally), and the juvenile custody rates for 
black youth are nearly five times higher than those for white youth.   3

 
Michigan’s over-reliance on incarceration has destroyed communities and drained the state 
budget. Spending on corrections has increased 219 percent since 1979 – five times the 
increase in spending on public education. Michigan now devotes 20 percent of its general fund 
to corrections, a larger portion than any other state. Yet our communities are not safer; violent 
crime rates in Michigan are 15 percent higher than the national average.  4

  
The growth of Michigan’s prison system over the past several decades has created a volatile 
prison environment that traumatizes prisoners, harms corrections officers and staff, and puts the 
communities that prisoners return to at further risk. The El-Sayed administration is committed to 
reforming the Michigan criminal justice system in five key areas:  

● Improving hiring and training standards for police to reduce police violence 
● Reducing sentence length  
● Depopulating Michigan’s prisons  
● Improving conditions in prison 
● Supporting returning citizens 

 
By targeting these areas, we hope to move more Michiganders from prison to productive 
citizenship while reducing the biases that undermine our criminal justice and law enforcement 
systems. It is time for Michigan to fulfill our commitment to liberty and justice for all, to make it 
more than an empty promise. 

 
 
 
 

1 http://www.sentencingproject.org/the-facts/#map?dataset-option=SIR 
2 http://www.sentencingproject.org/the-facts/#map?dataset-option=SIR  
3 http://www.sentencingproject.org/the-facts/#map?dataset-option=SIR 
4 https://nicic.gov/state-statistics/2015/michigan 
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PREVENT 
Improving policing standards and eliminating police 
violence 
 
We must work to change the distrust that many communities have for law enforcement. While 
the vast majority of police perform their duties honorably, a few have failed their communities. 
Police are essential to the administration of justice, but incidents of police bias and brutality 
have left many Michiganders afraid to interact with their local law enforcement agencies.  5

Excessive force and the failure to use de-escalation techniques, the growing use of military 
hardware by police departments, unmitigated implicit bias, and a frequent lack of accountability 
have all contributed to a reality where lives are needlessly cut short, citizens experience 
senseless violence, and the Constitutional rights of many citizens are not respected – by the 
very people intended to protect and serve the people. We can do better.  
 
As a survivor of police discrimination and harassment, Dr. El-Sayed will do everything in his 
power to aggressively curb police violence and to ensure fair treatment for all, starting with the 
five steps below. 
  
1. Create an advisory board for training and hiring practices 
The El-Sayed administration will create a commission, run by the Michigan Commission of Law 
Enforcement Standards (MCOLES), to revise standards for police training, hiring, and 
community policing. Because MCOLES sets the training standards, working to improve those 
standards is one of the best levers we have for police reform. Using research on best practices, 
the commission will create new protocols for recruitment and candidate screening that will weed 
out candidates that show explicit bias, create continuing education resources to support officers, 
create guidelines for standards of diversity within police forces, and oversee the creation of a 
statewide database as part of the nationwide Justice Database to improve understanding of 
civilian fatalities caused by police.  6

  
2. Use evidence-based policies to implement implicit bias training and de-escalation 
training 
Raising awareness of implicit bias in officers is the first step towards combating systemic racism 
in the criminal justice system. The El-Sayed administration will follow the lead of departments 
like the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department to identify and address areas where police 
are using excessive force.  Additionally, we will require the Michigan State Police (MSP) to 7

implement implicit-bias training and de-escalation training for the entire force and immediately 
move to limit the acquisition and use of military equipment by state and local police.  8

5 https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/detroit/2017/11/03/malice-green-police-brutality-detroit/823635001/  
6 http://policingequity.org/  
7 https://qz.com/565011/how-one-of-the-largest-police-forces-in-america-stopped-shooting-people/  
8 http://blueprint.ucla.edu/feature/police-racism-search-for-answers/  
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3. Encourage the adoption of body camera programs 
Evidence suggests that body cameras can reduce use of force and the volume of complaints 
against officers, but only 50 of the 571 police departments in Michigan use them.  This is not 9

surprising; body camera programs are expensive and difficult to implement, even for the most 
well-resourced departments. The  El-Sayed administration will work with the MSP and MCOLES 
to develop resources to support and encourage the use of body cameras, including model 
policies for body camera programs; technical support and training for interested departments; 
and a grant program to provide initial funding for body camera programs for departments that 
cannot afford them. 
  
4. Institute evidence-based community policing programs 
Fostering trust between police and the communities they serve is crucial to improving public 
safety. But community policing initiatives often fall short of their intended aims, largely because 
they are based on mistaken perceptions about the communities and the causes of crime. The 
El-Sayed administration will partner with MCOLES to develop a framework for community 
policing programs based on academic research and the recommendations in the 2017 
MCOLES report, ”Fostering Public Trust in Law Enforcement in Michigan.” Departments who 
adhere to the framework will receive technical assistance from MSP and MCOLES to implement 
changes and to apply for outside funding to support new or reformed community policing 
programs. 
 
Additionally, the El-Sayed administration will make financial incentives available to support 
police forces that either implement programs that encourage officers to move into the 
communities they police – like the Resident Officer Program in Elgin, Illinois (ROPE) – or that 
already have a certain percentage of their force residing in the communities that they police.   10

 
5. Diversify our police forces 
Michigan’s police forces do not look like Michigan’s population. Only 15 percent of Michigan 
police are people of color — compared to 25 percent of the state — and only 14 percent are 
women.  The El-Sayed administration will support efforts to diversify law enforcement, including 11

targeted recruitment, neighborhood partnerships, and mentorship programs between officers 
and recruits from underrepresented populations. We will also mandate a census-based review 
of force diversity for the Michigan State Police and reform recruitment efforts accordingly. 
 
6. Establish a task force under MCOLES to increase data transparency across Michigan’s 
police departments 
The fundamental role of law enforcement is to protect and serve the people. Therefore, citizens 
deserve the right to their data on how law enforcement engages in policing. Having law 
enforcement agencies publish open data helps demonstrate transparency, promotes legitimacy, 

9 https://ric-zai-inc.com/Publications/cops-p296-pub.pdf  
10 The exact percentage will be decided by MCOLES.  
11 http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mcoles/Fostering_Public_Trust_in_Law_Enf orcement_May_1_2017_575657_7.pdf  
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and can yield important insights on policing practices.  The El-Sayed administration will 12

establish a task force under MCOLES – made up of a diverse group of law enforcement 
officials, community activists, and data scientists – to increase transparency across law 
enforcement agencies. The task force will diagnose the state of Michigan’s law enforcement 
databases, determine the relevant data points to share publicly, and identify next steps for 
implementation. 
 

End Pretrial Detention 
Nationwide, on any given day there are more people being held in jails than the entire 
population of Detroit.  Over half of those people have not been convicted of a crime and sit in 13

jail because they cannot afford their bail.  In 2016, the story of Djibril Niyomugabo made 14

headlines as the seventeen-year-old, a Rwandan refugee who had lived in Michigan for several 
years, took his life in jail after being arrested for two misdemeanors and being unable to post the 
$200 bail he needed to be released.   15

 
Cash bail is immoral and expensive. It also violates the 14th Amendment’s guarantee of due 
process. According to MLive, “In Michigan, approximately 41 percent of an estimated 16,350 jail 
inmates at the end of 2013 were awaiting trial or arraignment. Daily costs vary widely by 
jurisdiction [b]ut at $75 a day, that would amount to $500,000 a day, and more than $180 million 
a year. Those costs are largely borne by local taxpayers.”   16

 
The El-Sayed administration will move to abolish cash bail in favor of a robust “release and 
remind” system for all but the most dangerous defendants.  
 

1. Abolish cash bail 
Michigan law states that all people accused of a criminal offense are entitled to a bail amount 
that is “not excessive,” except in cases of murder, treason, first-degree sexual conduct and 
armed robbery or kidnapping.  Judges can release a defendant with no money on a personal 17

recognizance bond, which is a promise to return to court when necessary.  Yet many Michigan 18

judges still set cash bail on nonviolent, low-risk defendants.  The El-Sayed administration will 19

abolish cash bail except in cases of murder, treason, first-degree sexual conduct, armed 
robbery, and kidnapping – the same crimes for which the law already prohibits bail – or if a 
judge has evidence that the person poses an eminent danger to the public.  

12 https://www.policefoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/PF_FiveThings_OpenDateInPolicing_Handout_RGB.pdf 
13 For the number of jail jurisdictions, see Todd D. Minton and Daniela Golinelli, Jail Inmates at Midyear 2013 - Statistical Tables 
(Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2014), 1; for the average 
daily jail population in 2013 see Minton and Golinelli, 2014, 6; for population data from the 2010 census see U.S. Census Bureau, 
State and Country Quickfacts – Detroit, Michigan, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/26/2622000.html.  
14 https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/pie2018.html  
15 http://www.mlive.com/news/index.ssf/2016/11/the_price_of_michigans_cash_ba.html  
16 http://www.mlive.com/news/index.ssf/2016/11/the_price_of_michigans_cash_ba.html  
17 http://www.legislature.mi.gov/(S(kwbiwhpvxept2vukpea1hm5b))/mileg.aspx?page=GetObject&objectname=mcl-765-6  
18 http://courts.mi.gov/self-help/center/casetype/pages/felony.aspx  
19 http://www.woodtv.com/home/no-cash-no-freedom-bail-means-jail-for-w-mis-poor_20180313054234972/1035807941  
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2. Establish a robust reminder system 
One of the most important factors in whether or not a defendant will return for their trial is the 
number of reminders they receive.  As it stands, 98 percent of people released pre-trial return 20

for their court date.  As governor, Dr. El-Sayed will implement a comprehensive reminder 21

system using evidence-based practices such as text reminders in order to eliminate any failures 
to appear (FTAs), reducing court costs in the process.  We will use data from Stanford’s Court 22

Messaging Project  in order to determine the optimal type and amount of communication for 23

each defendant, using systems like those in New York, Minnesota, and Oregon as exemplars.   24

 
Prioritize Alternatives to Incarceration for 
Drug-Related Offenses 
If there is one lesson from the failed War on Drugs, it is that incarceration -- no matter how long 
or how harsh -- cannot cure someone of their addiction. As a medical doctor and public health 
director, Dr. El-Sayed understands that people struggling with substance abuse need treatment, 
not handcuffs. These steps are crucial to achieve that aim: 
 
1. Increase investment in drug courts 
Drug courts are specialized programs designed for individuals who suffer from drug or alcohol 
dependency. The primary goal of drug court is to reduce relapse and recidivism by directing the 
individual to counseling, education, and other rehabilitative interventions. The initial costs tend 
to be higher, but with less recidivism, drug courts save an average of $5,680 to $6,208 per 
offender.  Moreover, compared to traditional court, participants of drug court reported less 25

criminal activity (40 percent vs. 53 percent), and fewer rearrests (52 percent vs. 62 percent), 
and were less likely to test positive for drugs (29 percent vs. 46 percent).  Given the clear 26

return on investment, the El-Sayed administration will work to increase investment in substance 
courts and prioritize rehabilitative – rather than punitive – approaches in our justice system. 
 
2. Increase access to diversion programs for juvenile offenders  
Michigan sends too many youth who have committed minor offenses through our criminal 
justice system. Juvenile diversion programs, on the other hand, redirect young offenders to 

20http://www.ncsc.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/PJCC/PJCC%20Brief%2010%20Sept%202017%20Court%20Date%20Notification%
20Systems.ashx  
21 http://www.ncsl.org/research/civil-and-criminal-justice/bail-and-pretrial-release-a-q-and-a.aspx  
22http://urbanlabs.uchicago.edu/attachments/store/f0f9210ecb1a295be0af54cee2c7364564c570a857a33d758a162d6faafd/I42-954_
NYCSummonsPaper_final.pdf  
23 http://www.legaltechdesign.com/CourtMessagingProject/  
24https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2018/02/18/some-court-systems-are-texting-people-get-them-show-could-work-here/qVjl7179
AXZ9aopIUr5iWI/story.html  
25 https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/238527.pdf 
26 https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/238527.pdf 
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alternative interventions proven to reduce recidivism, such as counseling, substance abuse 
education, and service learning programs.   27

 
Despite the effectiveness of diversion, stringent requirements to qualify for the programs 
prevent many young offenders from participating. Only one-third of all youth cases in Michigan 
are referred to juvenile diversion programs, largely because 83 percent of Michigan’s diversion 
programs accept only youth who are first-time, low-level offenders.  In response to this, the 28

El-Sayed administration will work to pass legislation requiring counties to loosen eligibility 
requirements, expand access to juvenile diversion programs, and improve their reporting on 
outcomes. 

 
Reform Civil Asset Forfeiture Laws 
Michigan currently allows civil asset forfeiture, which permits law enforcement officials to legally 
and permanently seize a person’s private property, even if they have not been convicted or 
charged with a crime. At least $20 million in assets are taken under civil asset forfeiture every 
year in Michigan, and there are innocent people being stripped of their money or property.  29

Worst of all, the legal process to contest forfeitures is difficult and expensive, so many people 
lose their assets forever. 
 
It is time to end civil asset forfeiture and to restore Michiganders’ fundamental right to due 
process. 
 
1. Support House Bill 4158 and amend to eliminate the practice of civil asset forfeitures 
House Bill 4158 would require a conviction for property forfeiture unless the total value of the 
assets exceeds $50,000  The bill is a positive first step since the vast majority of cases do not 30

involve assets exceeding $50,000. However, one’s right to due process should not be restricted 
to any dollar amount. By allowing civil asset forfeitures to exist but under this higher floor, law 
enforcement may have an incentive to target more expensive assets such as cars, houses, and 
businesses – especially since many police departments exploit civil asset forfeiture to pad their 
bottom lines.  The El-Sayed administration would seek to amend House Bill 4158 before it is 31

signed into law to eliminate the $50,000 floor and ban the practice of civil asset forfeiture 
altogether.  
 
 

REFORM  
 

27 https://www.crimesolutions.gov/PracticeDetails.aspx?ID=37 
28 https://www.miccd.org/expanding-youth-diversion 
29 http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/civil-rights/329530-its-time-for-michigan-to-end-civil-forfeiture 
30 https://www.legislature.mi.gov/documents/2017-2018/billintroduced/House/pdf/2017-HIB-4158.pdf 
31 https://www.prisonlegalnews.org/news/2017/jul/28/policing-profit-law-enforcement-agencies-abuse-civil-asset-forfeiture/  
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Reducing sentence length 
Michigan has some of the longest sentences in the country and a high percentage of prisoners 
that are serving long-term and life sentences. This comes at an incredible financial cost; 
Michigan spends $61 million annually holding prisoners longer, despite having low rates of 
rearrest.  The El-Sayed Administration believes that reducing sentences is the first step to 32

depopulating our prisons, reducing mass incarceration, and balancing our state budget. 
  
1. Repeal Truth in Sentencing laws 
Currently, Michigan’s Truth in Sentencing (TIS) law requires prisoners convicted of felonies to 
serve 100 percent of their minimum sentences before they are eligible for parole. There is no 
reduction for good behavior or time served. Dr. El-Sayed will push for legislation to repeal TIS to 
allow for more flexibility in sentence length based on the rehabilitation that occurs in prison. 
  
2. Commute all sentences for juveniles sentenced to life in prison and raise the age of 
adult prosecution 
Since 2012, Michigan has had to resentence approximately 370 prisoners in response to U.S. 
Supreme Court rulings prohibiting juveniles from receiving mandatory life sentences without the 
possibility of parole. However, the state’s new sentencing guidelines (which cap minimum 
sentences at 25 years and maximum sentences at 60 years) are still too harsh. We will fight to 
amend Michigan’s criminal code (MCL 769.25) to reduce the minimum sentence for juveniles to 
10 years and the maximum sentence to 25 years. Additionally, within the first term, the El-Sayed 
administration will review the sentences of all prisoners sentenced before age 18 and commute 
the sentences for all who are deemed low risk, with credit for time served. Furthermore, 
because Michigan is one of only five states that prosecutes 17-year-olds as adults, the El-Sayed 
administration will work to raise the age of adult prosecution from 17 to 18 for all felony 
offenses.  33

  
3. Amend habitual offender statute to only apply to violent crimes (MCL 769.12) 
Unlike many states, Michigan has a habitual offender statute instead of a “three strikes law.” 
The habitual offender statute allows judges to increase sentences for each subsequent offense 
a defendant commits, up to the maximum penalty for a fourth offense of double the allowable 
maximum sentence.  
 
The habitual offender statute costs the state millions of dollars and strips judges of their ability to 
apply sentencing discretion in what are often complex cases. Dr. El-Sayed will push to amend 
the statute to apply only to violent felony offenses, so that our harshest sentences are reserved 
only for the worst crimes. 
 

Reducing the prison population 

32 https://council.legislature.mi.gov/Content/files/mlrc/CSG_Presentation_May_13_20 14.pdf  
33 http://www.ncsl.org/research/civil-and-criminal-justice/juvenile-age-of-jurisdiction- and-transfer-to-adult-court-laws.aspx 
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Even if the United States stopped incarcerating people today, we would still have the largest 
prison population in the world. In order to shrink the number of incarcerated Michiganders, it is 
not enough to send fewer people to jail; we also have to invest in policies that reduce the 
number of people currently in jail. Fewer people in prison means less costs for Michigan 
taxpayers. Decreasing Michigan’s prison population by roughly 10,000 beds would save the 
state hundreds of millions of dollars. Given Michigan’s reliance on incarceration, depopulating 
our prisons will not be easy. But we must take bold steps if we want Michigan to be a place that 
truly values liberty and justice for all.  
 
The El-Sayed administration will begin to depopulate our state’s prisons through three 
mechanisms: 

● ending pretrial detention  
● supporting and funding the diversionary process 
● reforming the parole process  

. 
 
1. Streamline the parole process through presumptive parole and additional parole board 
appointments 
Reforming Michigan’s parole processes is one of the most efficient ways to depopulate our 
prisons. Safe & Just Michigan reports that about 13 percent of the total prison population in 
Michigan (about 5,500 people) were past their earliest release date and had yet to be released. 
Delayed releases cost taxpayers roughly $150 million a year.  Increasing options for parole 34

saves the state money and would not have a significant impact on public safety since there is no 
correlation between keeping people past their parole date and crime rates.   35

 
The El-Sayed administration will reform the parole process in three ways. First, we will appoint 
additional members with backgrounds in social work and corrections to the parole board. This 
will help to increase the board’s capacity and reduce processing times. Second, we will push the 
Senate to pass a strong presumptive parole bill – similar to HB 4138 – that would require the 
parole board to release current and future offenders at their earliest release date, unless there is 
evidence that they still pose a danger to the public. Third, because our presumptive parole 
policy would not apply to those with life sentences, Dr. El-Sayed would require the parole board 
to conduct meaningful parole interviews every five years for individuals serving life sentences. 
  
2. Push for meaningful treatment, rehabilitation, and parole review for those classified as 
“problem prisoners”  
Young black men are more likely than other inmates to be classified as “problem” or “high-risk” 
prisoners, a designation that effectively renders them ineligible for parole.The El-Sayed 
administration will appoint a limited-term commission to identify and enact reforms to ensure 
that these prisoners receive appropriate rehabilitative treatment and meaningful parole review. 

34 http://media.mlive.com/lansing-news/other/CAPPS%20Report.pdf  
35 http://media.mlive.com/lansing-news/other/CAPPS%20Report.pdf  
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3. Explore commutation options for special populations 
Over 25 percent of inmates in Michigan – 11,000 inmates – are serving life sentences or 
near-life sentences, and efforts to depopulate our prisons have to consider these individuals. 
The El-Sayed administration will explore commutation for prisoners who are serving over 25 
years and who were either sentenced as juveniles or have been deemed “low risk” by prison 
staff and the Parole Board. 
 
Additionally, Michigan is poised to legalize marijuana this November, and our laws must change 
to keep pace. Dr. El-Sayed will pardon and commute the sentences of all Michiganders who 
were arrested under the outdated, racially biased, and exceedingly strict marijuana laws.  
  

Improving prison conditions 
Dr. El-Sayed’s mission has always been to create environments that help all Michiganders 
flourish, and our prisons are no exception. Twenty percent of inmates in Michigan have a 
diagnosed mental illness  and over two-thirds of all prisoners in our state have a history of 36

substance abuse.  Our prisons need to be a place where people have access to the healing, 37

skills, and training that they need to return to society as healthy and productive citizens.  
  
1. Improve access to therapy, rehabilitative programs, and education 
Improving access to rehabilitative programming, specifically mental health services, is the first 
step towards making our prison environments conducive to rehabilitation. The El-Sayed 
administration will redirect funds generated through prison depopulation to improve the 
therapist-to-prisoner ratio until it reaches the ratio of one therapist for every 50-75 prisoners 
recommended by the American Association of Correctional Psychology.  Under Dr. El-Sayed, 38

MDOC will also increase the provision of rehabilitative programming so that all prisoners have 
access to at least one rehabilitative program during their first two years of incarceration, instead 
of having to wait until at least two years prior to their release date, as they currently do. 
Increasing opportunities for inmates to continue their education is an essential part of the 
rehabilitative work that should be happening in prisons and an invaluable way to prepare them 
for life post-release. Increasing opportunities for inmates to continue their education is an 
essential part of the rehabilitative work that should be happening in prisons and an invaluable 
way to prepare them for life post-release. The El-Sayed administration will also partner with 
MDOC to pilot a mentoring program between longtime prisoners with histories of good 
behaviors and new entrants in order to foster positive community and social support as new 
inmates transition into life in prison. 
  
2. Ensure trauma-informed training for prison staff  

36 https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c02894_b548c9f270884721ace226642ebadb09.pdf 
37 http://www.capps-mi.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Basic-facts-6.2013.pdf 
38 https://www.prearesourcecenter.org/sites/default/files/library/8standardsforpsycho 
logyservicesinjailsprisonscorrectionalfacilitiesandagenciesseconde.pdf  
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Improving the mental and physical health of people in prison is key to helping prisoners deal 
with histories of abuse and trauma. The El-Sayed administration will fund trauma-informed 
training for all prison staff who come into contact with inmates. Under Dr. El-Sayed, the MDOC 
will also have to review current prison programming to ensure that all relevant programs are 
trauma-informed and alter any programs that are not.  
 
3. Reduce the use of solitary confinement 
Long-term solitary confinement has debilitating negative mental and physical effects.  The 39

El-Sayed administration will work to drastically reduce the use of solitary confinement, until we 
can eliminate solitary confinement in all but the most serious circumstances, particularly for 
juveniles and those with previous histories of mental illness. 
  
We will reduce the use of solitary in three ways. First, we will move to ban solitary confinement 
for juveniles, both through internal MDOC guidelines and formal legislation. Second, we will 
require MDOC to devise standards for administrative segregation that limit the duration of 
segregation and the offenses for which it can be used. Third, we will work with MDOC to train 
staff in correctional facilities on therapeutic and behavioral interventions that can be used as an 
alternative to segregation and to provide the resources staff need to implement these 
alternatives at scale.  
  
4. Take steps to better physical health among prisoners 
Good physical health is crucial to good mental health. However, many of the services most 
associated with the physical health of prisoners have been privatized, and prisoners have 
suffered as a result. The El-Sayed administration will combat this problem by continuing the 
Snyder administration’s lead and ending contracts with private food providers and contracting 
instead with local providers committed to providing fresh, healthy meals using Michigan meat 
and produce. Similarly,  we will move medical care for inmates into public control once our 
program for single payer healthcare, MichCare, is passed. Until then, we will renegotiate the 
MDOC contract with healthcare provider Corizon  order to 1) increase the provision of specialty 
care, mental health care, and off-sit care, and 2) to encourage the creation of pilot projects that 
address emerging and persistent health issues.  
 
5. Reduce medical copays 
Currently, the cost of seeing the doctor in a Michigan prison is $5, the equivalent of a $318 
copay for a minimum wage earner who is not imprisoned.  The El-Sayed administration 40

believes that a person’s access to healthcare should not depend on their ability to pay, which is 
why until Michicare (our plan for statewide single-payer healthcare) is passed Dr. El-Sayed is 
committed to capping the cost of prison conepays at 1 hour of minimum prison wage (14 cents).  
 

Invest in Public Defenders 
39 https://steinhardt.nyu.edu/appsych/opus/issues/2015/spring/corcoran  
40 https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2017/04/19/copays/  
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Public defenders represent more than 80 percent of those accused with a crime.  Unlike most 41

states, Michigan leaves the provision of public defenders up to counties. As a result, access to 
court-appointed legal counsel varies widely from one area of the state to the next. Public 
defenders in most counties carry at least double the ABA’s recommended number of 150 felony 
cases/year.  For example, in Wayne County, there are only 16 public defenders in a county that 42

needs 30, and they have no secretaries, paralegals, or investigators.  This means that in some 43

cases, a defendant might have their first hearing without any legal counsel present. This system 
is not fair for Michiganders and it costs taxpayers millions of dollars in wrongful conviction 
settlements.  
 
Governor Snyder has made large strides to standardize Michigan’s indigent defense system, 
and Dr. El-Sayed will continue to work towards ensuring that every Michigander has access to 
the legal representation they are entitled to.  
 

1. Support the implementation of the MIDC Act standards  
Governor Snyder established the Michigan Indigent Defense Commission in 2011 to improve 
legal representation for indigent criminal defendants and improve the state’s legal system.  The 44

standards will ensure adequate training and support for public defenders, including workload 
guidelines and updated salary recommendations.  The El-Sayed administration will ensure that 45

the MIDC will continue to receive adequate funding to enact the standards and implement them 
at the county level, as well as help the MIDC foster data sharing and interagency collaboration 
and transparency.  
 

REENTRY 
 

Supporting returning citizens 
Prison reform does not end with prisons. Dr. El-Sayed is committed to comprehensive 
post-incarceration policies that reduce recidivism and ensure ex-offenders have a fair shot at 
opportunity. These include proactive job-training programs prior to release; “banning the box” for 
employment and housing; and the creation of a reentry task force focused specifically on 
supporting returning citizens and their families as they transition back to their communities.  
  
1. Institute wraparound supports and create the Office of Reentry Support 
Reducing recidivism begins with instituting wraparound supports for all inmates, not just those 
who are soon-to-be released. This includes partnering with job training programs (like those run 
by Center for Employment Opportunities) that begin in prison; providing reliable access to ABE 

41 https://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/10/opinion/sunday/the-right-to-counsel-badly-battered-at-50.html?_r=0  
42 http://gideonat50.org/the-issue/  
43 http://michiganradio.org/post/public-defenders-wayne-county-underfunded-and-overworked  
44 http://www.legislature.mi.gov/(S(hddqkklkht12ticl00q2ugly))/mileg.aspx?page=getObject&objectName=mcl-780-991  
45 http://michiganidc.gov/standards/  
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for those incarcerated; and scaling up promising programs like Vocational Village to cover more 
prisons. 
  
Dr. El-Sayed will create an Office of Reentry Support within MDOC to spearhead these 
initiatives. The office will function primarily as a grant-making body for local organizations that 
serve returning citizens. This will allow localities to have the freedom to choose how they wish to 
support their community’s returning citizens, while ensuring that cities and counties are not left 
to deal with the financial burden associated with re-entry on their own. In addition, the office will 
provide support for statewide priority areas as decided by the El-Sayed administration and 
MDOC, with the first priority areas being transitional housing programs and programs for 
formerly incarcerated women. 
  
2. Housing support and combating discrimination against people with criminal records 
Former inmates with unstable housing are more than twice as likely to recidivate as those living 
in stable housing.   In 2015 alone, the MDOC reported that 23 percent of all parolees 46

experienced medium- or high-risk housing instability upon release.  Federal guidelines already 47

ban blanket "no criminal record" policies, but we believe housing providers should look at each 
prospective tenant with a criminal record on a case by case basis. We will also support a 
transparent application process that allows those with records to know the specific reason for 
the denial. 
  
To ensure such a process and limit undue discrimination, the El-Sayed Administration will 
introduce legislation to “ban the box” on housing applications. The legislation would prohibit 
landlords from asking about prior criminal convictions and make failure to comply subject to 
fines, with 50% of fines going directly onwards the complainant. Rejections without additional 
cause would be allowable for certain convictions such as criminal sexual assault, sexual 
offenses against minors, and first-degree homicide, histories of repeat or recent violent offense. 
In other circumstances, landlords can reject applications in instances where they can provide 
evidence that the applicant presents a threat to safety. However, the bill will allow those who are 
rejected to request written notification about why their offers were rejected. 
  
3. Introduce statewide fair chance hiring policies 
Michigan residents overwhelmingly believe that the government should invest in efforts to help 
returning citizens find jobs as a way to reduce recidivism.  The El-Sayed administration would 48

work to introduce statewide fair chance hiring policies for both private and public employers. 
While some positions will be exempt from the guidelines established by this legislation, these 
policies will nevertheless help returning citizens to find and maintain jobs that can help them 
support themselves, their families, and their communities. 
 

46 http://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/AG-2017/2017AG_Ch06-S06_Housing-AccessCriminal-Records.pdf  
47 MDOC Office of Research and Planning, 2011 Prisoner Reentry Parolee Population COMPAS, at p. 6 (April 26, 2012)  
48 https://www.bridgemi.com/public-sector/poll-michigan-voters-strongly-favor-state-prison-reform  
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Based on the fair chance policies in Illinois, Minnesota, and Washington DC, the El-Sayed 
sponsored bill would prohibit private employers from: 

● Inquiring about criminal records until after a conditional offer of employment 
● Asking applicants for voluntary disclosure of background information 
● Requiring self-reporting questions about conviction history from initial 
employment applications  

 
And public employers would be required to: 

● Not disqualify applicants from employment and/or licensure unless the conviction is 
directly related to the nature of the employment sought 

● Consider mitigating factors in considering convictions based on EEOC arrest and 
conviction guidelines and evidence of rehabilitation 

● Prohibit consideration of records of arrest not followed by valid conviction, annulled or 
expunged convictions, and misdemeanor convictions for which no jail sentence can be 
imposed . 

 
For both private and public employers, failure to comply would result in fines, 50 percent of 
which would go to the complainant. 
  
4. Begin to restore former rights 
The El-Sayed Administration will begin to restore the rights of the formerly incarcerated by 
reinstituting the right to serve on a jury for convicted felons. Michigan is currently one of 27 
states that permanently bars convicted felons from the jury process, while 22 others have 
varying degrees of reinstated rights.  We propose a model such as Maine’s, which places no 49

restrictions on convicted felon’s opportunity to serve as a juror.  
 
5. Support “clean slate” legislation 
Michigan allows for the expungement of criminal records, but many returning citizens do not 
have the means to access the legal help they need to participate in the expungement process. 
Clean slate legislation helps to bypass these obstacles, by making expungement automatic and 
a responsibility of the courts. We support the Clean Slate legislation introduced by the Safe & 
Just Michigan, which would allow courts to shield conviction records from public view — but not 
the view of law enforcement — in cases where no criminal activity has occurred for the past 
5-10 years. 
 
6. Expanding public assistance to people with felony convictions 
Michigan law currently allows people convicted of drug-related felonies to receive public 
assistance unless they are in violation of their parole and if they’ve only committed one such 
violation.  The El-Sayed administration will revise Michigan’s current TANF and SNAP 50

regulations to allow people with felonies for drug possession and use (but not distribution) to 

49 http://www.ncscjurystudies.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CJS/Jury%20News/JuryNews31- 1_ConvictedFelons.ashx  
50 https://dhhs.michigan.gov/OLMWEB/EX/BP/Public/BEM/203.pdf  
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access welfare benefits without restrictions, as well as remove the requirement for an authorized 
representative for SNAP benefits.  
 
7. Creation of a Community Reinvestment Fund 
One of the many benefits of reforming our criminal justice system will be the significant  massive 
cost savings. These can and should be reinvested into the communities hurt most by mass 
incarceration and into the organizations serving returning citizens. This is referred to as the 
community reinvestment model, an idea that seeks to reinvest the cost savings in “practices that 
have been empirically shown to improve safety and hold offenders accountable.”   51

 
In 2014, the Council of State Governments authored a report recommending that Michigan 
adopt a community reinvestment initiative to specifically improve the state’s sentencing system 
to “achieve more consistency and predictability in sentencing outcomes, stabilize and lower 
costs for the state and counties, and direct resources to reduce recidivism and improve public 
safety.  52

 
The El-Sayed administration will create a community reinvestment fund based on models like 
those in Maryland and Colorado. Passed in 2016, Maryland’s SB 1005 “seeks to reduce 
Maryland’s prison population and use the savings to provide for more effective treatment to 
offenders, before, during, and after incarceration. This is intended to reduce the likelihood of 
reoffending, as well as to benefit victims and families.”  Colorado’s bill provides funding for a 53

community reentry grant program, a pilot initiative on crime prevention, and community crime 
victim services. , ,  54 55 56
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